



The Peer Multicultural Educators (PME) strive to promote equity, celebration of
cultural and personal identity, and respectful and open-minded discourse in order to
improve the social condition of the IMSA community.




As the name says, this GA
talked about equity within
standardized testing and






implicit bias, participated in
a discussion about the topic,
and took the Harvard





training. Juniors focused on
race in America, while
Seniors talked about gender
and sexuality. Remember to
fill out the feedback form!
November Recap:
Our Newsletter!
WRITTEN BY DISHA DUREJA
Hello everyone and welcome to PME's brand new newsletter!
We hope to use this publication as a tool to communicate with
the student body effectively and spread more awareness about
diversity and equity.
"I would say our goals this year are to get our research
projects back in full motion, fully prepare for PME convention
and MLK Assembly, have successful first cross cultural show."




See more on page 3






We are moving forward with four research
projects this year focusing on LGBTQIA+
stereotypes in residential communities,
socioeconomic equity during remote learning,
gender representation in STEM courses, and
gender perception on campus. The next step in
each project is student focus groups which will
take place during the Spring 2021 semester and
any interested students can sign up to





I am Asian and my teacher would
always call me by another Asian girl's
name (we are not the same ethnicity).
I don't think we look alike but it
happened a lot, and I'm not sure if
this type of thing is a
microaggression.
- Anonymous
Unfortunately, yes, this is a microaggression and
I am sorry this has happened to you. Whether it
was intentional or not, the mistake counts as a
microaggression because it communicated a
disregard and disrespect to you as an individual,
and pushes the false idea that all people of a
minority group are the same. Microaggressions
are not always easy to spot because they can be
so subtle, such as this example. If this happens
to you again, you should inform your teacher of
their mistake and how it was hurtful to you. This
can be done after class, over email, or whenever
you feel most safe and comfortable. 
"A feminist is anyone who
recognizes the equality and full







Ask our new PME
Submission Box!
I S S U E  NO .  2  |  DEC .  2 0 2 0
My name is Mirella Eldridge
and I am a senior at IMSA.
Currently, I serve as the MLK
Scholar on PME to plan +
organize the 2021 MLK
Assembly. Outside of PME, I
am involved in TedxYouth,
IMSA Writing Center, 4H Teen
Teaching, and working at
HyVee
Hello my name is Ella! I’m a
current senior and this is my
second year on PME. As the
Head of Research, I lead
small groups of PME
members to investigate
different inequities on
campus through surveys and
focus groups. Outside of PME,
I’m involved with civic
organizations including JSA
and the ACLU as well as girls
swim, girls soccer, and the
sibling program.
Hey, I’m Manasvi Thumu, one of
PME’s co-liaisons! I’m a senior this
year, and I along with my co,
Sam, work to organize events
under PME and manage the
culture clubs while also
progressing our goals as an
organization through projects
that we ourselves lead or through
our board members. Outside of
PME, I love playing tennis and
biking.
Hi my name is Sai Voora, I'm a
current senior and one of the
MLK scholars on PME this year. In
addition to the general duties
PME members hold, I also take
part in planning and organizing
the MLK Assembly. Apart from
PME you can find me designing
on Photoshop or doing work for
my SIR.
Executive Board 
Hi my name is Samantha Taylor
and I am a PME co-liaison. I am
responsible for communicating
between advisors, board
members, stud co, admin, etc.
Manasvi and I lead and oversee
the board, push for specific
causes, and lead the student




Hi, my name is Abhi. I'm from
Hoffman Estates and I'm a
senior this year. I am now on
Executive Board as PME's
treasurer. I joined this
organization not fully knowing
what would come of it, but I
wanted to find confidence in
talking about difficult issues
openly. I really am happy to say
I have gotten better with that.
Hey I'm Disha Dureja and I'm a
junior this year. I am PME's
Secretary and am responsible
for this newsletter along with
other duties such organizing
our drive. Aside from my
interest in diversity and
inclusion work I purse through
PME, I am involved in clubs
such as SMAC and LEAD. Since
the pandemic, I have also
started working at Mathnasium
because I enjoy teaching.
